ARTISTS
Increasing and expanding the sacred, art allows one to migrate
to a new form of consciousness . Painting is the profound
translation of the spirit.
An artist’s psyche is God’s progressive composition. It is the
word of God that drives artists to interpret and illustrate the world’s
synchronized patterns. God creates a shift in the artist’s consciousness
so they can comprehend the essence of His designs.
Artists are the interpreters of the infinite, collecting and dividing the
subject matter of consciousness. They illustrate their findings through
their manifestations. For artists to sow they must embrace the
instinctual. Artists are teachers of unity; they construct a habitat within
our consciousness.
We are all heirs to the artists psyche. Artists , through their work, bring
us to the point of self- realization. They present examples of the
unknown and illustrate that they are customarily a part of us. Artists
promote the visual boundaries of revelation. The energy that artists
manifest and donate leads to the inherent notion of God’s consciousness. Artists also instruct mans spirit. God’s creative disposition abides
within all artists and their works; a remnant of His own creation.
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THE SPIRIT
Art coordinates the spirit, allowing man to clearly absorb himself.
The sacred containment of art holds the fullness of the spirit.
Its adherent nature compels man to seek greater communication
with something greater than himself. This self fulfilling mutation of
reasoning resides to increase itself and to associate spirit with spirit.
We are brought to the point of revealing the nature of spirit within the
realm of profound creativity. There is an impression of illuminosity
that converges with the divine. This dialogue of light exists to mirror
the creative predominance and manner of the Creator.
Art defines and categorizes the waking of the spirit- electing its own
subject matter. The fullest capacity of the spirit is obtained when
engaged in a dialogue with the self.
The emergence between art and spirit sets into place a divine procession that leads to infinite creativity and the ability to communicate on
a greater scale. Spirit is a contributing force in

